Dragones Y Tacos Spanish Edition
Thank you extremely much for downloading Dragones Y Tacos Spanish Edition.Maybe you
have knowledge that, people have see numerous times for their favorite books in the same
way as this Dragones Y Tacos Spanish Edition, but end taking place in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a fine ebook taking into consideration a cup of coffee in the afternoon,
then again they juggled like some harmful virus inside their computer. Dragones Y Tacos
Spanish Edition is easy to use in our digital library an online access to it is set as public as a
result you can download it instantly. Our digital library saves in complex countries, allowing
you to get the most less latency period to download any of our books following this one.
Merely said, the Dragones Y Tacos Spanish Edition is universally compatible in the same
way as any devices to read.

The Pet Dragon Christoph Niemann 2008-08-26 Meet Lin and her pet dragon! When the
dragon mysteriously disappears, Lin sets off on a journey to find her best friend . . . and
readers set off on a journey of learning and discovery. By ingeniously integrating written
Chinese characters into the illustrations as the story progresses, Christoph Niemann has
created a book that is engrossing, unique, and memorable. The Pet Dragon is a playful
introduction to the fascinating world of Chinese language and culture . . . and a terrific story
to share with children everywhere. You are invited to join Lin for an adventure you will not
soon forget!
El Chupacabras Adam Rubin 2018-03-27 From the bestselling author of Dragons Love
Tacos comes a whimsical re-telling of the chupacabra folktale, written in a blend of English
and Spanish A long time ago, a girl named Carla lived on a goat farm with her father, Hector.
One night, a goat disappeared from the farm and turned up flat as a pancake. Only one
creature could do that--El Chupacabras, the goatsucker! Legend has it that El Chupacabras
is a fearsome beast, but you can't believe everything you hear...and sometimes the truth is
even more interesting. Told in equal parts English and Spanish by bestselling author Adam
Rubin, and cinematically illustrated by acclaimed Hollywood creature creator Crash
McCreery, this lighthearted take on a modern legend is not told in the traditional bilingual
style. Each sentence is half-Spanish/half-English followed by a repetition of the same line
translated the other way around. This mirroring technique allows the languages to
intermingle equally. A fun and unique way to introduce either Spanish or English to new
readers. A note from author Adam Rubin: "I decided to tell this story in an unusual way to
explore the beauty of harmony. It's easy to dismiss the unfamiliar, but compassion takes a
little more effort. With so many people trumpeting divisiveness right now, it's more important
than ever to teach kids that there is more than one way to understand the world."
When You Look Up Decur 2020-04-07 Visually stunning, tactile, and mesmerizing, this
graphic novel is a debut at the summit from a self-taught Argentinian visionary. Lorenzo isn't
happy about moving. But in his new room, he finds an old desk with what seems likes
hundreds of drawers. Each even has its own smell! Deep inside the desk, he finds a book
and begins to read. When he looks up, he sees all kinds of curious things. Has the book
come to life? Or is it something else? This is a graphic novel about observation, imagination,

and the many incredible lenses through which everyday experience might be perceived if
you read. Guillermo Decurgez, "Decur," was born in Rosario, Argentina in 1981. He is a selftaught cartoonist and illustrator, and the author of Merci!, Pipí cucú, Semillas 1, and Mi cajón
favorito. His work has been published in the newspapers La Nación and La Posta Hoy, and
in the magazines Orsai, Fierro, free lyrics, Ineditadas, and Ñ. He has also illustrated "Cents
del globe 3," the board game "The Switcher," the "Mrs. Holle" stories, "El poroto mágico,"
"The almost perfect crime," and "Ivan, the Fool." His paintings have been exhibited in
France, Spain, Chile, Bolivia, Colombia, La Rioja, Buenos Aires, and Rosario. Decur's
English-language graphic novel debut, When You Look Up, will published in 2020 from
Enchanted Lion Books.
Maisy Goes to the Library Lucy Cousins 2021
Where Is the Dragon? Leo Timmers 2021-02-02 In this delightful story, three knights go
looking for a dragon in the dark. The king won't sleep until they find it. The knights know
everything about dragons. With only one candle between them, they go out into the night. Is
that a dragon? Attack! Another stellar book by New York Times Best Illustrated Book
recipient Leo Timmers, this title features Timmers' trademark intricately detailed illustrations
and a humorous contrast between the illustrations and the words.
Hey, That's MY Monster! Amanda Noll 2018-03-21 This enhanced eBook features readalong narration. Winner: CLC Seal of Approval 2017 Literary Classics Book Awards, Silver,
Preschool/Early Reader Fantasy Finalist: 2017 Literary Classics Book Awards 2017 PNBA
Long-List When Ethan looks under the bed for his monster, he finds this note instead: "So
long, kid. Gotta go. Someone needs me more than you do. –Gabe" How will Ethan ever get
to sleep without his monster's familiar, comforting snorts? And who could need Gabe more
than Ethan does? Gabe must have gone to Ethan's little sister's room! She has been
climbing out of bed every night to play, and obviously needs a monster to help her get to
sleep – but not HIS monster! Ethan tries to help his sister find her own monster, but none are
the perfect blend of cute and creepy. Just when it seems that Ethan will lose his monster
forever, an uninvited, tutu-toting little monster full of frightening fun appears. Following in the
spooky-silly tradition of I Need My Monster, here's another irresistible monster-under-the-bed
story with the perfect balance of giggles and shivers.
Isla Arthur Dorros 1999-04-01 A young girl and her grandmother take an imaginary journey
to the Caribbean island where her mother grew up and where some of her family still lives.
Robo-Sauce Adam Rubin 2015-10-20 Fans of the best-selling Dragons Love Tacos will
devour Adam Rubin and Daniel Salmieri’s newest story, a hilarious picture book about robots
that magically transforms into a super shiny metal ROBO-BOOK. FACT: Robots are
awesome. They have lasers for eyes, rockets for feet, and supercomputers for brains! Plus,
robots never have to eat steamed beans or take baths, or go to bed. If only there were some
sort of magical “Robo-Sauce” that turned squishy little humans into giant awesome robots…
Well, now there is. Giggle at the irreverent humor, gasp at the ingenious fold-out surprise
ending, and gather the whole family to enjoy a unique story about the power of imagination.
It’s picture book technology the likes of which humanity has never seen!
Dragones y Tacos 2 Adam Rubin 2018-10-09 News alert! It has just been discovered that
there are NO MORE TACOS left anywhere in the world. If only there was a way for the
dragons to travel back in time, to before tacos went extinct. Then they could grab lots of
tacos and bring them back!
Stef Soto, Taco Queen Jennifer Torres 2017-01-17 A heartwarming and charming debut
novel about family, friends, and finding your voice all wrapped up in a warm tortilla. Estefania
"Stef" Soto is itching to shake off the onion-and-cilantro embrace of Tia Perla, her family's

taco truck. She wants nothing more than for Papi to get a normal job and for Tia Perla to be
a distant memory. Then maybe everyone at school will stop seeing her as the Taco Queen.
But when her family's livelihood is threatened, and it looks like her wish will finally come true,
Stef surprises everyone (including herself) by becoming the truck's unlikely champion. In this
fun and heartfelt novel, Stef will discover what matters most and ultimately embrace an
identity that even includes old Tia Perla.
Duncan the Story Dragon Amanda Driscoll 2015-06-09 A charming story about the joys of
reading that is perfect for fans of Dog Loves Books and Stellaluna. Duncan the Dragon loves
to read. When he reads a story, his imagination catches fire! Unfortunately . . . so does his
book. Fire breath is great for roasting marshmallows, but it’s not so great for reading.
Duncan just wants to get to those two wonderful words, like the last sip of a chocolate milk
shake: The End. Will he ever find out how the story ends? This bright, warm tale champions
determination, friendship, and a love for books. And milk shakes! Praise for Duncan the
Story Dragon: An Indie Next selection Winner of the Colorado Libraries for Early Literacy Bell
Picture Book Award Winner of the Evelyn Thurman Young Readers Book Award An Indiana
Young Hoosier Book Award Selection A Missouri State Teachers Association Reading List
Selection A Nebraska Golden Sower Award nominee Nominated for the Utah Beehive
Picture Book Award "The vivid colors, expressive faces, and comic details make this one
likely to be a storytime hit. Like the last sip of a chocolate milkshake, it's very satisfying."-Kirkus Reviews
Secret Pizza Party Adam Rubin 2013-09-03 Shhhh! Don't tell anyone about this mouthwatering book from the New York Times bestselling creators of Dragons Love Tacos! How
does Racoon love pizza? Oh, let him count the ways. He loves the gooey cheesy-ness, salty
pepperoni-ness, sweet sweet tomato-ness, and of course the crispity crunchity crust. But
someone is always chasing poor Raccoon away from his favorite food with a broom! What's
a hungry raccoon to do? Plan an elaborate secret pizza party, of course! But shhh! It’s a
secret! In fact, you should probably just forget I told you. Nope, no secret pizza party
happening here.You didn’t already tell all your friends, did you? Uh oh . . . Fans of Jon
Klassen and Mo Willems's humor will gobble up this quirky ode to the lengths we will go to
for our heart's desire. Praise for Dragons Love Tacos: New York Times bestseller A New
York Times Notable Children's Book of 2012 "Rubin and Salmieri are two of the weirdest,
funniest guys working in kids’ lit today. The team lets its geek flag fly in an obsessive how-to
guide for would-be dragon taco party hosts. Why a taco party? As Rubin explains, 'The only
things dragons love more than parties or tacos, is taco parties.' If further proof is required,
Salmieri—whose poker-faced watercolor, gouache, and color pencil drawings set a
benchmark for oddball observational humor—shows one odd, scaly creature with a carryout
bag from 'Taco Cave' and another beaming with anticipation as it eagerly circles the date for
a taco party on its taco-themed calendar. But beware: even if all the tips and rules are
followed to the letter (on quantity:'The best way to judge is to get a boat and fill the boat with
tacos'), all will be for naught if spicy salsa makes its way into the taco filling. In fact, the
dragons will bring a whole new meaning to 'housewarming.' Off-kilter fun for those who like
their picture books (and salsa) zesty and fresh."–Publishers Weekly, starred review
"Dragons Love Tacos is a heaping helping of silly. Little kids will relate to the anti-spicy bias
and chuckle over Salmieri's watercolor and gouache cartoon illustrations showing literally
boatloads of tacos and all sizes of dragons enjoying their favorite food at pool parties,
costume parties and, well, taco parties." –San Francisco Chronicle "The perfect book for kids
who love dragons and mild tacos." –Kirkus Reviews "The watercolor, gouache, and colored
pencil cartoon illustrations are the real stars here. Regardless of, or perhaps because of, the

absurdity of the story, this tale should be a big hit with anyone with an affinity for dragons."
–School Library Journal
I Need a Hug Aaron Blabey 2016-11-03 'I need a hug. Will you cuddle me, Lou?' 'What?
With those spikes? Get away from me! Shoo!' All the little porcupine wants is a hug. But with
such prickly spikes, will she ever get the cuddle she craves? A truly adorable tale from the
award-winning creator of PIG THE PUG and THELMA THE UNICORN.
Señorita Mariposa Ben Gundersheimer (Mister G) 2019-08-06 A captivating and childfriendly look at the extraordinary journey that monarch butterflies take each year from
Canada to Mexico; with a text in both English and Spanish. Rhyming text and lively
illustrations showcase the epic trip taken by the monarch butterflies. At the end of each
summer, these international travelers leave Canada to fly south to Mexico for the winter--and
now readers can come along for the ride! Over mountains capped with snow, to the deserts
down below. Children will be delighted to share in the fascinating journey of the monarchs
and be introduced to the people and places they pass before they finally arrive in the forests
that their ancestors called home.
The Man Who Walked Between the Towers Mordicai Gerstein 2007-04-17 In 1974, French
aerialist Philippe Petit threw a tightrope between the two towers of the World Trade Center
and spent an hour walking, dancing, and performing high-wire tricks a quarter mile in the
sky. This picture book captures the poetry and magic of the event with a poetry of its own:
lyrical words and lovely paintings that present the detail, daring, and--in two dramatic foldout
spreads-- the vertiginous drama of Petit's feat. The Man Who Walked Between the Towers is
the winner of the 2004 Caldecott Medal, the winner of the 2004 Boston Globe - Horn Book
Award for Picture Books, and the winner of the 2006 Carnegie Medal for Excellence in
Children's Video.
Those Darn Squirrels! Adam Rubin 2012-09-11 Little ones and grown-ups will giggle through
multiple reads of Those Darn Squirrels! From the creators of Dragons Love Tacos comes the
story of what happens when a grumpy old man and some mischievous squirrels match
wits—with hilarious results. Old Man Fookwire is a grump. The only thing he likes to do is
paint pictures of the birds that visit his backyard. The problem is, they fly south every winter,
leaving him sad and lonely. So he decides to get them to stay by putting up beautiful bird
feeders filled with seeds and berries. Unfortunately, the squirrels like the treats, too, and
make a daring raid on the feeders. The conflict escalates—until the birds depart (as usual),
and the squirrels come up with a plan that completely charms the old grump. The three funny
picture books in this series from Adam Rubin and Daniel Salmieri: Those Darn Squirrels
Those Darn Squirrels and the Cat Next Door Those Darn Squirrels Fly South
There is No Dragon in this Story Lou Carter 2017 Poor old dragon. Nobody wants him in
their story. Not Goldilocks, not Hansel and Gretel - no one. But Dragon will not give up! He
shall continue on his course of finding someone who wants him in their story. ANYONE. His
boundless enthusiasm surely won't get him into any trouble. Surely ... A glorious story about
dragons, heroes and ice cream with sprinkles.
Paletero Man Lucky Diaz 2021-06-01 A vibrant picture book celebrating the strength of
community and the tastes of summer from Latin Grammy-winning musician Lucky Diaz and
celebrated artist Micah Player. Ring! Ring! Ring! Can you hear his call? Paletas for one!
Paletas for all! What’s the best way to cool off on a hot summer day? Run quick and find
Paletero José! Follow along with our narrator as he passes through his busy neighborhood
in search of the Paletero Man. But when he finally catches up with him, our narrator’s
pockets are empty. Oh no! What happened to his dinero? It will take the help of the entire
community to get the tasty treat now. Full of musicality, generosity, kindness, and ice pops,

this book is sure to satisfy fans of Thank You, Omu! and Carmela Full of Wishes. Includes
Spanish words and phrases throughout, an author’s note from Lucky Diaz, and a link to a
live version of the Lucky Band’s popular song that inspired the book. A Junior Library Guild
Selection!
Home Carson Ellis 2016-06-01 Influential artist Carson Ellis makes her solo picture-book
debut with a beautifully imaginative tribute to the many possibilities of home. Now in
paperback! The picture book debut of Carson Ellis, acclaimed illustrator of the Wildwood
series and Lemony Snicket's The Composer is Dead, this is a gorgeous, imaginative
celebration of the many possibilities of home. Home might be a house in the country, a flat in
the city, or even a shoe. There are clean homes, messy homes, sea homes and bee homes.
Home resides on the road or the sea, in the realm of myth, or in the artist's own studio. This
loving look at the places where people live brims with intriguing characters and is a visual
treat that demands many a return visit. An imaginative, stunningly illustrated idea of what a
home can be, full of intriguing characters and locales both familiar and exotic. ; The first
picture book both written and illustrated by Carson Ellis. ; Carson Ellis is well-known as the
illustrator for the albums of her husband's indie band, the Decemberists.
Dragons Love Tacos 2: The Sequel Adam Rubin 2017-05-02 The hilarious sequel to the
smokin’ hot New York Times best seller, perfect for story time News alert! It has just been
discovered that there are NO MORE TACOS left anywhere in the world. This is a huge
problem because, as you know, dragons love tacos. If only there was a way for the dragons
to travel back in time, to before tacos went extinct. Then they could grab lots of tacos and
bring them back! It’s the perfect plan, as long as there’s no spicy salsa. You remember what
happened last time . . . The award-winning creators of Robo-Sauce and Secret Pizza Party
return with a gut-bustingly hilarious companion to the bestselling phenomenon Dragons Love
Tacos.
The Ice Cream Machine Adam Rubin 2023-02-21 Don’t miss the #1 New York Times
bestseller everyone is raving about! From the wild and wonderful imagination of the author of
Dragons Love Tacos comes this hilarious, irresistible middle grade debut, a collection of six
totally different stories with the same exact name. Now in paperback! In these six stories, set
in six distinct worlds, you’ll meet a boy and his robot nanny traveling the globe in search of
the world’s tastiest treat, a child mechanical prodigy who invents the freshest dessert ever,
and an evil ice cream truck driver who strikes fear in the heart of every kid in town. You’ll be
transported to a beachside boardwalk with an ice cream stand run by a penguin, a hilltop
realm ruled by a king with a sweet tooth, and a giant alien space lab with a lone human
subject who longs for a taste of home. Each story features black-and-white interior
illustrations from a different artist, including Daniel Salmieri, Charles Santoso, Liniers, Emily
Hughes, Nicole Miles, and Seaerra Miller, making this book unlike any you've ever seen.
And exclusive to the paperback, you'll also find six more stories inspired by The Ice Cream
Machine, written by kids like you and hand-picked by Adam Rubin himself! So grab a cup or
a cone, and watch out for brain freeze! You'll definitely want to save room for this treat.
Gladys the Magic Chicken 2021-10-26 From the mega-bestselling author of Dragons Love
Tacos and the mega-bestselling illustrator of The Legend of Rock Paper Scissors, comes
this hilarious new picture book about an irresistible chicken who unexpectedly finds herself
on an epic journey during Ancient Times. Gladys the chicken must be magic. After all, for
everyone who encounters her, a wish is granted. The Shepherd Boy wishes to be beautiful,
the Brave Swordsman wishes to join the Royal Guard, the Purple Pooh-bah wishes for his
only daughter to be happy, and the Learned Princess wishes to escape the palace. And one
by one, each of these wishes comes true. But . . . is Gladys really magic? Or is everyone

making their own fortune? Either way, it adds up to one heck of an adventure for a chicken
named Gladys. Blending a classic storybook feel with a thoroughly modern sense of humor,
this side-splitting read aloud is perfect for anyone who wishes to see magic in the
world—even if they are only looking at a chicken.
Dough Knights and Dragons Dee Leone 2017 Forming an unlikely friendship based on their
mutual enjoyment of baking, a knight and dragon find a creative solution to avoid
participating in a customary duel with each other.
Miss Nelson is Missing! Harry Allard 1977 The arrival of a strict substitute convinces Miss
Nelson's students that they must get their teacher back.
Dragones y Tacos Adam Rubin 2015-08-25 Explores the love dragons have for tacos, and
the dangers of feeding them them anything with spicy salsa.
Abuela Arthur Dorros 2002-01-01 Readers are invited to join Rosalb and her grandmother on
a magical journey, as they fly over the streets, sights, and people of Manhattan. The story is
narrated in English and sprinkled with Spanish phrases.
Giraffes Can't Dance Giles Andreae 2014-10-02 A touch-and-feel story-in-rhyme featuring
Gerald and other animals from 'Giraffes Can't Dance'.
Big Dog ... Little Dog P. D. Eastman 2013-12 Two dogs who are opposite in every way are
also the best of friends. The bold, colorful drawings are appealing and emphasize the
concepts of size, color, and opposites.
Me and My Dragon David Biedrzycki 2020-12-15 Dragon lovers will jump at the chance to
see what raising a friendly dragon just might look like in this hilarious read aloud about a boy
and his pet. While dragons may not be the most traditional of pets, the boy explains how his
dragon, Sparky, would be the perfect pet and pal. He details tips for how to pick a dragon,
what to do when your dragon misbehaves, and what NOT to feed them (broccoli). Clever
and wry text paired with bright and comedic illustrations will make Me and My Dragon a
storytime favorite for kids and adults alike.
Ama Betty Hallock 2019-10-01 An Eating the West Award Finalist 2020 Tex-Mex is a
delicious, irreverent cuisine that combines the deep traditions of Texan and Mexican
cooking. Think meaty stews, breakfast tacos, and tres leches cake. Home cooks will learn
how to make them all—in addition to crunchy salads, slow-cooked meats, and fresh
cocktails—in this collection of more than 100 recipes from San Antonio native and Los
Angeles chef and restauranteur Josef Centeno. Organized into chapters by type of
food—including breakfast, vegetables, main courses, desserts, and a super nacho
party—this is down-home cooking and grilling at its most inspiring. Presented in a colorful
package with more than 100 food and atmospheric photos, this cookbook is a hands-on
winner for anyone who loves big flavors, casual parties, and firing up the grill.
High Five Adam Rubin 2019-04-16 A #1 New York Times bestseller from the creators of the
beloved Dragons Love Tacos comes a rollicking, rhyme-tastic, interactive high five
competition--starring YOU! Discover the lost art of the high five and improve your slapping
skills just in time for the annual high five contest! From hand-limbering stretches to lessons
on five-ing with finesse, readers are guided through a series of interactive challenges, each
goofier than the next. Acclaimed creative duo Adam Rubin and Daniel Salmieri have
dreamed up another one-of-a-kind, laugh-out-loud book that kids will beg to read again and
again.
Not Your Typical Dragon Dan Bar-el 2013-02-07 Everybody knows your typical dragon
breathes fire. But when Crispin tries to breathe fire on his seventh birthday, fire doesn't come
out—only whipped cream! Each time Crispin tries to breathe fire, he ends up with Band-Aids
marshmallows teddy bears? Crispin wonders if he’ll ever find his inner fire. But when a family

emergency breaks out, it takes a little dragon with not-so-typical abilities to save the day.
With wry humor and whimsical illustrations, Not Your Typical Dragon is the perfect story for
any child who can't help feeling a little bit different.
Dragons Love Tacos Adam Rubin 2012 Explores the love dragons have for tacos and the
dangers of feeding them anything with spicy salsa. By the award-winning team behind Those
Darn Squirrels!
Dinosaurium 2017-12-28 Welcome to the museum that is always open to explore... Step
inside the pages of this beautiful book to discover galleries of dinosaurs, expertly curated to
bring you the experience of a fascinating exhibition from the comfort of your own home.
Dinosaurium features a wide range of dinosaurs from the most-loved Triceratops and
Tyrannosaurus Rex to lesser-known species such as Coelophysis and Tsintaosaurus. With
stunning artwork from Chris Wormell (known for the cover of H is for Hawk and his picture
books including George and the Dragon) and informative text with input from experts in
palaeontology, Dinosaurium is the perfect gift for anyone with an interest in this fascinating
field. Welcome to the Museum is a series of beautifully illustrated, stunningly curated,
informative books for all ages. From Animalium and Botanicum to Historium and
Dinosaurium there is a book for everyone to discover and explore.
The Science Book DK 2015-02-02 Did the Universe start with a Big Bang? Is light a wave, a
particle - or both? Are we the cause of global warming? Science has made it possible to
comprehend the world we live in and the theoretical multiverses beyond, offering
technological advances and extending the frontiers of knowledge. Written in plain English,
The Science Book presents 80 of the most trailblazing ideas in physics, chemistry, and
biology. It is packed with short, pithy explanations that cut through the jargon, step-by-step
diagrams that untangle knotty theories, classic quotes that make scientific discoveries
memorable, and witty illustrations that enhance and play with our understanding of science.
Whatever your grasp of the subject, whether you're a keen student or an armchair expert,
you'll find plenty to stimulate you within this book. Part of the popular "Big Ideas" series, The
Science Book is the perfect way to explore this fascinating subject.
A Song of Frutas Margarita Engle 2021-08-03 From Pura Belpré Award–winning author
Margarita Engle comes a lively, rhythmic picture book about a little girl visiting her
grandfather who is a pregonero—a singing street vendor in Cuba—and helping him sell his
frutas. When we visit mi abuelo, I help him sell frutas, singing the names of each fruit as we
walk, our footsteps like drumbeats, our hands like maracas, shaking… The little girl loves
visiting her grandfather in Cuba and singing his special songs to sell all kinds of fruit: mango,
limón, naranja, piña, and more! Even when they’re apart, grandfather and granddaughter
can share rhymes between their countries like un abrazo—a hug—made of words carried on
letters that soar across the distance like songbirds.
Binging with Babish Andrew Rea 2019 Recipes recreated from beloved movies and TV
shows by the host of one of the most popular food programs on the internet
Robot Zot! Jon Scieszka 2011-09-20 From the minds of Scieszka and Shannon comes a tale
of a quixotic robot determined to conquer the earth. The only problem is that the earth he
lands on is a suburban kitchen and he is three inches tall. Robot Zot, the fearless and
unstoppable warrior, leaves a trail of destruction as he encounters blenders, toasters, and
televisions. But when he discovers the princess...a pink cell phone...his mission takes a new
course. Robot Zot must learn how to be a hero - in the name of true love.
Just Help! Sonia Sotomayor 2022-01-25 From the author of the #1 New York Times
bestseller Just Ask! comes a fun and meaningful story about making the world--and your
community--better, one action at a time, that asks the question: Who will you help today?

Every night when Sonia goes to bed, Mami asks her the same question: How did you help
today? And since Sonia wants to help her community, just like her Mami does, she always
makes sure she has a good answer to Mami's question. In a story inspired by her own
family's desire to help others, Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor takes young readers
on a journey through a neighborhood where kids and adults, activists and bus drivers,
friends and strangers all help one another to build a better world for themselves and their
community. With art by award-winning illustrator Angela Dominguez, this book shows how
we can all help make the world a better place each and every day. Praise for Just Help!:
"Generosity proves contagious in this personal portrait of community service by Supreme
Court Justice Sotomayor." --Publishers Weekly "For use in civics units or in lessons on being
a good neighbor, this provides wonderful encouragement to show that children can help in
big and small ways." --School Library Journal
Dragons Love Tacos, Mini Doll Set 2017 From the NY Times bestselling smash about a
bunch of dragons who really love tacos, by Adam Rubin and Daniel Salmieri.
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